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VALUATION OF COMMERCIAL PREMISES BY THE METHOD OF MULTIPLE
CRITERIA ANALYSIS
V. Maliene

Vilnius Gediminas Technical Vnil•ersity
• The criteria defining the aims of the multiple cri-

I. Introduction

teria analysis are detemtined:

A number of problems in the valuation of real

• Values, significances and units of measurement of

property can be eliminated by the methods of multiple

criteria of comparable alternatives are defined:

criteria analysis, which came into existence only at the

• Criteria, their value and significances make up the

second half of the 20'h century. Currently, they have

grouped decision-making matrix (Table 1).

become very important in the international practice of
the real property valuation. In most cases they are based on market modeling and economic assumptions.
Therefore, sometimes they are referred to as separate
valuation methods, and classified as modem ones.
This article describes a new method of multiple
criteria analysis. This method, based on the market analysis and valuation principle, is in line with the traditional comparative value method, therefore it can be
attributed to the group of the indirect comparative value methods. These methods facilitate the universal and
more extensive multiple criteria analysis of the property, since they take account of a number of different
criteria, ie qualitative, quantitative ones, market conditions [I]. The proposed method can meet the demands

One of the most important stages in multiple criteria analysis of real property is the determination of
the values and significances of the criteria describing
the real property objects. Significances of the criteria
defining the quality and quantity of the objects to be
valued and values of the qualitative criteria for the alternatives are estimated through the application of expert, social, normative, calculation and analogue methods.
When the calculation is perfonned in accordance
with the expert method, the qualitative values of criteria can be expressed in a certain number of points.
Criteria can be estimated according to the increasing
or decreasing valuation scale.
To estimate the proportional values of the quantita-

and needs of many interested groups since it enables

tive criteria, the expert valuation is based on com-

to estimate not only the market value of the property.

parison. In this case the values of the qualitative

but also other values. e g investment value. value of

criteria are estimated as follows:

use. market value of the current use of the property.

• The best suitable \alue of the criterion

etc. This :trticle describes the theoretical model of the

is

selected:

method. which was used to estimate the market \alue

• The \alue of the best selected criterion ts a set

of commercial premises.

.

equal to the masmitude of one nuint
,. 1.,.,...,, = 1 1·
~

• The ratio bct\\een the best criterion's \:1lue

2. Preparation of thr initial data for the multiplt•
c:ritrria anal,·sis

I

x,...,, =I I and

the rest \alucs Cx, 1 of the same

criterion is estimated and expressed in percentage

One of the key stages in preparing the initial dat:t

CI'; 1:
• The relative values are attributed to the remaining

is to build a decision-making matrix. which is prepared
in the following stages:

values of the criterion ( .r;

• All information about the property to be valued is
collected:

x,.,.,,

=1- P; +I 00 ):

Relative values of all the criteria are a set equal
to the magnitude of one point.
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Table I. The grouped decision-making matrix of the multiple criteria analysis of the objects to be valued
Quantitative information pertinent to objects
Real property objects to be valued

Signific- Measuring
ance
units

Criteria under
consideration

z,

zI

q,
qc
...
q,
...
ql

zr+l
2 1+2

ql+l
q,+:

Z,

...

Quantitative
criteria

z

...'

...

j

...

x,c
X,

...

x,,
x:,
...

x,i
Xc1

m

xi I

xt2

...

...
...
...
...
...
...

...

...
...
...
...
...

X

...

...
...
...

xt+l.i

...
...

X

...'

...

mI

XII

...
x,2

m,+l

x,+JJ

x,+J2

m,+2

x,+21

x,+22

m,

x"

xi2

...

q,
...
qm

zm

2

m,
m,

...

...
z
...'

Qualitative
criteria

1

...

...

...

m

...
...

Xme

X

...

X ..
IJ

ll

x,+2.i

...
II

...
X

n
x,n
x:!n

...
X
...'"
XIn

...
...
...

xt+ln

...
...

.'"..
Xmn

xt+2n

...

X.

ml
mj
Conceptual information pertinent to objects (texts, drawings, graphics, tapes)

K,

I

Kz

I

Kq

I

Ill

Km

I

J

K,

K:

l

...

l

KJ

I

...

I

Kn

The sign z, (+(-)) indicates that a greater (less) criterion value corresponds to a higher demand of the interest party.

Initial significance of the criteria is determined in

The essence of the method of multiple criteria ana-

a similar way. The market price of a real property

lysis in estimating real property value is presented in

object reflects quality and quantity, supply and demand

Fig I. The method is composed of a total of 12 stages,

for the object, therefore, the significance of the market

of which two are stages concerned with the preparation

price criterion for the given object is equal to the total

of initial data (for formulas, see [2-7]).

sum of significances of all the rest criteria, ie to one
point or 100%. The significances of other criteria are
determined by the expert method.

4. Estimation of the market value for commercial
premises

The decision-making matrix must be prepared in
order to carry out the multiple criteria analysis of real
property. The matrix is prepared through the analysis
of the quantitative and conceptual information of the
objects to be valued, estimation of the criteria values
and significances of the objects.

propert~·

ticle, valuation of commercial premises was carried out.
Two comparable objects were selected for the object
under valuation. All of them are located in Vilnius.
The object under valuation and the comparable objects
contain differences in quality, quantity and market con-

3. The method of multiple criteria analysis in estimating the

On the basis of the methods described in this ar-

ditions. The description of the object under valuation
and the comparable objects Js presented further on.

value

The \ alue of the property under \ aluation is de-

4.1. Description of the

propert~·

under valuation

termined by means of re-iteration through se\ era! repeThe property under \aluation (commercial premi-

titive cycles of refinement until the mean de\ iation k,
of the degree of utility :\'; of the propeny a, under
valuation satisfies the condition k,11 < ±1'\u. The initial value of the object under valuation is estimated
according to the purchase prices of the comparable objects and is equal to the mean of purchase prices of
the comparable objects.

ses) is located in Pylimo Street (Vilnius).

~

km from

the city centre. next to the railway and bus stations
(I km). The Pylimo street is one of the city main streets of the and serves as a connection between the city
centre and both stations. The premises under valuation
are located on the ground floor and in the dwelling
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house cellar. Currently, those premises are used as a

respectively. The premises, like the whole building, are

m~

equipped with water supply and sewage systems, elec-

including two salerooms of 115 m' each. The area of

tricity, gas, district heating and a telephone line. The

shop. The total area of the premises accounts for 490
the auxiliary premises amounts to 160

m~.

There are

alarn1 system is absent. The land plot is not included

two separate entrances to the premises - from Pylimo

into valuation as not belonging to the private owners-

street, and from the end of the building with a car

hip. There are no restrictions on holding and posses-

park. The premises on the ground floor are in good

sing the property.

condition, rooms have been renovated, the interior de-

There is a great demand for non-dwelling proper-

coration is of high quality, the interior of the premises

ties in the part of the Vilnius city where the premises

meet modern standards. Premises in the cellar are not

under valuation are located. The building is not far

used. The four-story building where the premises are

from the city centre, next to the busy street with a

located was erected in 1940 and is used as a dwelling

heavy traffic flow. In the neighbourhood, there is a lot

house with commercial premises on the ground floor.

of companies and other commercial offices. The pre-

The construction elements of the building: the founda-

mises under valuation are marketable due to the loca-

tion is made of stone-concrete, walls made of bricks,

tion of the building and characteristics of the premises.

plastered, the roof covered with tiles, joist ceilings are

The premises are suitable for commerce, the door and

made of reinforced concrete; plastic doors. The physi-

windows face the main street. The premises are in go-

cal depreciation of the building stands at 57%. Func-

od repair condition. The cellar contains enough space

tional and economic depreciations have been estimated

for warehousing.

by the expert method and make up 3 7 and 13%,

r----------

-----------------,
CYCLE OF REFINEMENT

Stage 4. Calculation of the sum of the minimising S.1 and maximising S+1 weighted,
normalised indices
Stage 5. Determination of the relative significance (effectiveness) Q1 of the property a1
under valuation and com arable ro erties

Stajle II. Rdmement of the miti<tl \alue 1·, of the
under \aluatinn

proper!~

\"ES

L----~-----------------------~
Stage 12. Determination of the value V, of the ru ·rtv under valuation

Fig 1. Flow chart of the method of multiple criteria analysis in estimating the real property value
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4.2. Description of the first comparable object

entrance and windows facing the street, and good ad-

The comparable object (commercial premises) is
located in Savanoriu Avenue in Vilnius. The premises
are located 4 km from the city centre, and 5 km from
the railway and bus stations. The comparable object is
located in the Naujamiestis district, one of the most

vertising conditions. There is an auxiliary building in
the yard of the building. which is suitable for warehousing purposes. The premises. however, need renovation and modern interior. The selling price for the
premises stands at 186 000 Lt.

prestigious districts of the city, with high prices for the
property. New buildings are not frequently built in this

4.3. Description of the second comparable object

part of the city; therefore there is a constant demand

The comparable object (commercial premises) is

for premises. The premises are located on the ground

located ion Gostauto Street, Vilnius, and also belongs

floor and the cellar of the dwelling house with a wa-

to the Naujamiestis district. The location of the premi-

rehouse in the yard of the building. The total area of

ses is especially good, in the city centre, in between

the premises accounts for 334
room with an area of 155

m~.

There is one sale-

m~.

the most prestigious districts of Vilnius - Gediminas
Avenue and Zverynas. The premises occupy the cellar

The area of the auxiliary premises amounts to

of the Institute and cover the total area of 308
m~.

m~.

179 m~. There is a separate entrance to the premises

There is one saleroom with an area of 216

from Savanoriu Avenue. The interior decoration of the

auxiliary premises with an area of 92

premises: the interior is painted, one part of the walls

two entrances to the premises - an entrance from the

in the saleroom is covered with tiles, the other part is

Institute and a separate entrance from the yard. There

decorated by decorative planks. The premises need to

is a big car park outside the premises. The interior

be renovated. The four-story building where the com-

decoration of the premises: the floor is covered with

parable object is located was erected in 1960 and is

linoleum; walls are covered with paint, plaster, in so-

used as a dwelling house with commercial premises on
the ground floor. The construction elements of the buil-

me places with wallpapers. The main room has recently been renovated - repainted, windows furnished with

ding: the foundation is made of concrete, inside walls

jalousies. The auxiliary premises have not been repai-

made of bricks, plastered, partitions made of bricks,

red. The building, where the object is located, was erec-

the roof covered with metal sheets, joist ceilings are

ted in 1965 and is a four-story building used as an

made of reinforced concrete; wooden doors and win-

Institute. The construction elements of the building: the

dows. The physical depreciation of the building stands
at 34%. Functional and economic depreciations have

foundation made of concrete, outside walls made of
bricks, plastered, partitions made of bricks, plaster, joist

been estimated by the expert method and make up 42

ceiling made of reinforced concrete, plastered, door is

and 24%, respectively. There is a warehouse in the

solid-core. double windows. The physical depreciation

yard of the building. which was sold together with the

of the building stands at 29%. Functional and econo-

premises. The premises (except the warehouse). like the

mic depreciations have been estimated by the expen

whole building. are equipped with water supply and

method and make up 5::! and 33%. respectively. The

m~.

and the

There are

sewage systems. electricity. gas. district heating and a

premise~.

telerhone line. The alann system is absent. The land

water surrly and sewage systems. electricity.

riot wa!\ not sold together with the building. There are

strict heating and two telerhonc lines. There

nu restriction!\ on the

al<trm !\)~tern in the rrcmise~. The land rlut ''a~ not
~old together with the building. There arc nu rc~tric

USC

or jlO!\!\Cssion of the jlrOJlCny.

The district where thi!\ rrurcny i!\ located i!\ the
conglomer.uion of many enterrrises. otlices. and cum-

like the whole building. are equipped with
ga~.

i~

di-

a local

tions on the usc or rossession of the rrorcny.

mercia) companies. The object is in a busy place next

The site of the object is widely used tor commer-

to the basic transpon highways with a heavy tratlic

cial activities. Public enterprises. banks. commercial

flow. The premises are marketable due to the location

companies. shops are located in this part of the city.

characteristics. The object located on the main street

The buildings are in a considerably good condition,

of the district is suitable for commerce and trade with

made of long-lasting building materials, therefore they
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formed (Table 2). The market value of the commercial

are being actively repaired, their interior is being renovated, the ground floor premises are being rearranged

premises was estimated in 6 cycles of refinement until

into administrative and commercial offices. These pre-

the mean deviation

mises are in the cellar, entrance and show cases are

property under valuation, calculated in stage 9 of the

facing the behind of the building. Besides, the premi-

method. satisfies the condition

ses need to be renovated. Therefore, as commercial pre-

this article illustrates the change in the mean deviation

mises, they have lower value. The selling price for the

of the degree of utility of the property under valuation

premises is 130 000 Lt.

and the refined value of commercial premises throug-

kx,

of the degree of utility of the

lkuxl < 1%.

Table 3 of

hout all the six cycles of refinement. In the last (sixth)

S. Investigation process and summary of the results

cycle of refinement the afore mentioned condition was

With account to qualitative, quantitative and mar-

satisfied and the market value of the premises was estimated to be 157 000 Lt (Table 3).

ket description of the property under valuation and comparable objects, the grouped decision making matrix was

Table 2. Initial data for the multiple criteria analysis of commercial premises. Grouped decision-making matrix
Measurement
unit

Significance

-

Thousand Lt

100

+

Points

-

Per cent

+

Units

+
+
+

Units
m:

Criteria to be considered

I. Selling price

The object
under
valuation

Comparable objects
Savanoriu
Avenue

Gostauto
Street

X

11!6

130

3.5
3.0
2.5
3.5
4.0

0.85
57
37
13
0

0.80
34
42
24
I

1.00
29
52
33
0

5.5
1.5
3.5

490
2
230

334
I
150

308
2
216

4.0
2.5
3.5
4.5
1.11

1.00
0.75
0.15

0.60

0.55
1.00
0.50

Evaluation or the building

2. Construction design
3. Physical depreciation
4. Functional depreciation
5. Economic depreciation
6. Number of auxiliary buildings

Per cent
Per cent

Quantitative assessment or premises

7. Total area
8. Number of salerooms
9. Area of salerooms

m:

Qualitative assessment or premises
10. Interior

11. Exterior
12. The need for renovation
13. Trading equipment
14. Numher nf entrances
15. Entrance' with respect 111 the street
If•. Position of showcase~

17. Ad\·eni,in!! po"ibilitie'
II'. ul\:atiun \\ith re,pect ... the p;lrl\ "' the wurld
A~!ot"'smt"nt

+
+

Points

-

Points

+
+
+
+
+
+

Points

Points

Units

J.()(J

0.80
0.70
11.75

O.()(J

2

I

2

I.IKI

11.95

11.611

11.911

J.(MI

11.511

11.'111

I.IMI

I.CMI

ll.hll

11.1'11

I.CMI

l'uint'

5.5
4.5
4.11
115

+

l'uint'

.l5

l.tMI

I.IMI

I.IMI

+
+

l'nn'

15

I

I

-

1'111111'

;;.cl

tUM I

II.IU

l.m

+

l'unll'

2.11

11.7;;

I.IMI

11.2;;

2
11.1111

I.IMI

Pni111'
Pnint'
l'oilll'

of ntmmunication'

111. l:n!!incerin!! ··ummunic01tiun'
211. ~umhcr ul tekphun.· hn•·'
21. .-\'-c"n11:nt ul thl." ;al;arm '~'tcm'
22 . .-\'-c"m•·m ul th.· ;ur •·un.hllunm;:

~

t: 'timalion of tilt- piiK't'
2J. l>r.wnw lrum thl." l"it~ centre
24. Puhlic tr;an'flllfl
2..'i. Dil.tance from the hus stop

-

l.m

~5

+

Point\

5.11

-

km

IIIII

21M I

2(•. Car park

+

Points

1.5
5.11

11.75
511

11.711

11.511

1.1111

+
+

Points

7.5
6.5

0.90

0.95

0.1!11
0.95

1.00
1.00

"'

I

Other criteria

27. Prestige of the locality
28. As.o;es.~ment of market conditions

Points
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Table 3. Estimation of the change in the mean deviation of the degree of utility. the refined value and the market value of the
propcny under valuation
The mean deviation of the degree of Market value of the object under
utility of the propcny under
valuation V, (thousand Lt)
valuation

Cycle of
refinement

Refined value of the object
under valuation v,r
(thousand Lt)

1

156.(Kl

18.831 > 1

2

171.95

13.861 >I

3

165.31

1:!.111 >I

4

161.82

11.141 >I

5

159.98

11.1131 >I

6

158.33

Io.ss1 <I
158.33 (I - 0.58 + lOll) = 157.41

6. Conclusions

the criteria influencing the value differ as well. The

I. The proposed method of multiple criteria analysis for estimating the property value enables to esti-

number and significances of these criteria can be easily
changed when applying these methods.
The system of typical criteria for the estimation of

mate not only the real property market value but other
values as well. Application of this method allows to
perform a complex analysis of real property, the utility
of the given objects and their prioritization in terms of
one another and the significance of criteria affecting

the market value of commercial premises has been built
on the basis of the analysis of the property market.
This system can be used in the property valuation by
different interest groups in Lithuania.
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(tcikta 2000 I::! 05
KOMERCINil) PATALPl) VERTINIMAS DAUGIAKRITERINES ANALIZES VERTES NUSTATYMO METODU
V. Maliene
Santrauka
Daugeli problemq, su kuriomis susiduriama veninant nekilnojamllii tunlt. galima issp~sti daugiakriterines analizes metodais. Sic metodai pradeti taikyti tik XX a. antrojojc puseje.
Siuo metu jie uzima labai svarbilt vict11. pasaulineje nckilnojamojo tuno veninimo praktikoje. Daugeliu atveju tarptautineje praktikoje jic yra pagristi rinkos modeliavimu ir ekonominiu venintojq m11.stymu, todel kanais pateikiami kaip atskiri veninimo metodai ir vadinami siuolaikiniais.
Siame straipsnyje sifilomas naujas daugiakriterines analizes venes nustatymo metodas. Jis yra pagristas rinkos ana-
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li1.e bei ventmmo pnnctpu ir atitinka klasikini lyginamosios
vcnes metod11.. Ji galima priskini netiesioginiq lyginamosios
venes mctodq grupei. Sic mctodai daugiakriterinc: nekilnojamojo tuno analizc: leidzia atlikti plaCiau ir universaliau. ncs
rcmiasi daugclio skiningq kritcrijq, t. y. kokybiniq, kiekybiniq
bei rinkos konjunktiiros iveninimu. Siiilomas metodas gali patenkinti daugelio suinteresuotq grupiq tikslus bei poreikius.
nes juo rcmiantis galima nustatyti nc tik nekilnojamojo tuno
rinkos venc;. bet ir kitas vcncs. pvz.• investicinc;. naudojimo.
csamo naudojimo rinkos vcnc; ir t. t. Siamc straipsnyje patciktas mctodo tcorinis modclis, kuriuo remiantis buvo nustatyta
patalpq, skinq komcrcijai, rinkos vcne.
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